
4-Post Shelving — Suit Your Shelf
A versatile solution with a wide variety of sizes and components.
4-Post Shelving is the most efficient, economical solution for storage and 

filing needs. It allows greater visibility and one-touch retrieval of end-tab 

filing. Yet it also accommodates box and archival storage as well as a variety 

of custom storage options. All shelving adjusts on 1 ½ “ increments along 

4-Post uprights and are available in either 18- or 22-gauge steel. What’s 

more, stationary 4-Post Shelving can be easily mobilized allowing users to 

expand their options.

Create the 4-Post Shelving solution that specifically addresses current and 

future high-density storage needs, or select from a variety of completed 

assemblies. 4-Post shelving stores virtually anything!

4-Post 
Shelving



rugged
Weight capacity of 240 lbs. per shelf evenly 
distributed vertically and horizontally.

efficient
Assembles with no hardware required.  Great 
visibility and one-touch retrieval of end-tab 
filing.

mobilized
To increase filing density, 4-Post Shelving can 
mount to the Kwik-Track mobile, M1000 or 
Mobile Lite systems creating either a bi-file or 
tri-file lateral sliding shelving system.

rapid
Limited sizes in Pebble Gray are available on 
Safco’s Quick Ship program.

space planning
Safco® offers free, expert high-density 
storage design services. We recommend 
the best solutions for the needs and space, 
develop drawings for floor plans, and provide 
a list of all the materials needed to create an 
effective storage solution. Call (800) 735-6869 
or email spaceplanning@safcoproducts.com.

SLATWALL W/ACCESSORIES

4-POST ON KWIK TRACK

OPTIONAL ROLL OUT DRAWER

4-Post Shelving 
The solution “4” 
whatever, however, 
whenever.
1.  Choose hardworking and 

accommodating shelving 
options.  
4-Post Shelving supports letter and legal 
filing. There are five shelf heights, five 
widths, and six depths to choose from. 
Each shelf comes with three adjustable 
dividers. Order shelves with or without 
slots.

2.  Select the uprights needed.  
Choose from either closed “L” uprights, 
closed “T” uprights, or open “T” uprights. 
“T” uprights are typically used for 
internal range support, while closed “L” 
uprights provide a more finished external 
appearance.

3.  Start, add, and grow.  
A complete starter section unit includes 
two uprights, the required number of 
shelves, center stops or back, common 
stops, shelf supports, shelf reinforcements 
as required, and one canopy top. Add 
adder sections as your storage and filing 
needs grow.

4.  Explore several available options 
for creating tailor-made storage.  
Choose optional zinc-plated wire shelving  
or add optional reference shelves. To 
increase versatility, optional rollout 
drawers are available in three heights. All 
4-Post Shelving units are sold standard 
as open-back, however back panels are 
available. Select an optional slatwall 
along with a variety of accommodating 
accessories for even more efficiency.
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